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MyConcierge

Thanks to this innovation, you can have 
a five star service onboard, wherever 
you are, with a simple click. The Own-
er and the Guests can order refreshing 
cocktails or snacks from the menu. The 
orders will arrive directly to the Chef and 
the Crew, with a simple alert that can be 
easily heard and shown on every touch 
panel, personal device and wearable 
device (watches and Google Glasses). 
Moreover, the Chef can update the 
menus with suggestive images, auton-
omously and in an easy way.

MyCerberus

The exclusive “MyCerberus” service al-
lows to intervene immediately in case 
of faults that may occur in the installed 
systems, even before the customer 
might notice or detect them. MyCer-
berus sends malfunctioning alerts di-
rectly to the Videoworks helpdesk in 
real time, allowing Engineers to take 
immediate action remotely. This inno-
vative and efficient service offered by 
Videoworks breaks down then all the 
delays and possible nuisance to the us-
ers who will receive instead immediate 
assistance. The fact that it is a software 
product developed in-house ensures a 
quick integration with new products and 
new diagnostic technologies.

MyConnections

It’s a web local APP based on a CIS-
CO Router that allows you to manage 
4 types of internet connections on 
board. In a simple and secure way: 
VSAT / FLEET BROADBAND / UMTS / 
WI-FI. The access of the users (Owners, 
Guests, Captain, Crew) to the network 
is controlled by the DIRECTOR OF THE 
APPLICATION. The correct user login is 
guaranteed by: PASSWORD / UNIQUE 
NUMBER OF THE DEVICE. THE DI-
RECTOR OF THE APPLICATION can: 
Create and cancel the users. Create 
scenarios i.e. «Owner at work» which 
immediately determines who can and 
can not access the Internet.

MyInfos
The new and advanced
information system for yachts

Developed in HTML5 for easy integra-
tion with the Apple TV, MyInfos is the 
key part of the entertainment-info-do-
motics system on board of the yacht. 
The system allows you to perform var-
ious tasks and view the information 
you need on any monitor with a simple 
touch of a Crestron or AMX display. In 
this way the most demanding services 
are combined and displayed anywhere, 
anytime, easily: CCTV / CHARTING / 
GOOGLE EARTH / NMEA / WEATHER 
/ COMMUNICATION FROM THE CAP-
TAIN / GOOGLE EARTH 3D

MyInfos Home

It is an advanced version of the MyIn-
fos service, which allows the Owner 
to monitor and manage its Yacht even 
when far from it. This will be possible 
thanks to real time images being shown 
on his mobile or personal device. In fact, 
this service generates a sort of tracking 
chart, recurring the rout of the Yacht by 
sending 3D images as well.

MyScreen
Video streaming on tablet and 
smartphone

A solution that allows you to watch vide-
os on streaming on your tablet or smart-
phone. The video to be transmitted can 
be from any type of channel: Satellite, 
TV, DVD, Decoder...
And thanks to the HTTP protocol seg-
mented can be displayed in high defi-
nition on iOS devices, Android and 
Windows 8.
It’s also possible to transmit the video 
on multiple devices SIMULTANEOUSLY.

“Animate a curtain to let the light filter. Enjoy relax at the desired tempera-
ture, watching a movie on demand, or simply drinking a sophisticated and 
refreshing cocktail only by touching the screen…
Search the absolute silence falling asleep in a bed, protected by a futuristic 
sound-proof bubble...”

The dream becomes reality with Videoworks S.p.A., which for more than 20 years 
has been building sophisticated systems, audio/video, entertainment, internal and 
external communications and advanced home automation. Discrete systems where 
everything is designed at four hands with the owner and where each edge technol-
ogy is combined with the demands of space and aesthetics of the yacht.
Wiring included.

The control software is a client app based on the framework of development IT-
WMode which allows the iPAD become a real “Smart Remote Control” . It interfaces 
with the main control systems on the market.
Thanks to the ITW Mode App, which acts as a “container” that can be “filled” with 
various functions, the control software allows for example to display on the IPAD 
Maps NMEA information or real time videos from CCTV…
The ITWmode App is conceived in exclusive for Videoworks by ItWorks. It is easily 
downloadable from the Stores and it is totally free. Thanks to this APP, Videoworks 
can meet every Owner and Guest needs. The APP is compatible with every device 
and is available also in a web version, which is compatible with the Android devices 
and with other Clients, such as Google Chrome. Thanks to this App, the manage-
ment of customized services will be possible in both graphics and contents, so that 
to meet every needs. It is a MULTISERVICE APP, which allows the management of 
every service from one’s own device also: once you are onboard, you only need to 
download the APP and you will have an incredible number of opportunities available!

Living the yacht with a simple touch Videoworks Marine Services: Control
software with client ITWMode
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